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The phenomenon of reduplication in Lushootseed has been the subject of analysis in several papers. 
The approach used has been, for the most part, of a Marantzian nature. While this model is useful in 
accounting for some forms of the reduplication, it has difficulty accounting for all forms. 

It is the purpose of this paper to propose a preliminary analysis of the forms of reduplication using 
the framework of Prosodic Morphology (PM) proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1986). 

I will begin with a brief description of the phenomenon of reduplication in Lushootseed accompa
nied by a discussion of pertinent phonological rules, the syllable and mora, as well as stress assignment 
in the language. My analysis utilizes the basic notions of PM to account for the four basic forms of 
reduplication in the language, CVC, CV, YC, and Y. 

2. Seven Types of Reduplication 

Hess and Hilbert (1976:159) state that there are seven types of reduplication in Lushootseed; 
These are the diminutive, distributive, out-of-control (O/C), counting, isolative, augmentive, and the 
collective. The distributive generally takes the form of CYC preceding the first CYC of the stem. 

(1) g"adll 
cag"as 
saq" 
yubil 

'sit down' 
'wife' 
'fly' 
'starve' 

g"adg"adll 
cag"cag"as 
saq"saq" 
yubyubil 

'sitting all about' 
'seeking woman to marry' 
'flying allover' 
'everywhere people are starving' 

The diminutive and the collective take the form CV preceding the first CVC of the stem. In the case of 
the diminutive CV (2) can appear also as CI (3), CY? and CI? (4). 

(2) stubs 'man' stutubs 'boy' 

(3) talawll 'run' titalawll 'jog' 
g"adll 'sit down' g"lg"adll 'sit-down-brieCIy' 

(4) tala 'money' ta?tala 'small amount of money' 
buus 'four' bl?buus 'four little items' 

In addition, the CV of the collective always appears as Ca. 

(5) sduuk" 'knife' sdaduuk" 'knives' 
sax"ab 'Jump, run' sasax"ab 'many run away' 
saq" 'fly' sasaq" 'flocks CIy away' 

O/C (6), counting (7), and the isolative (8), all take the form of YC which appears to be infixed after 
the first CVC of the stem. 

(6) g"adll 
saq" 
sax"ab 

'sit down' 
'fly' 
'jump, run' 

g"adadll 
saq"aq" 
sax"ax"ab 

'sitting for lack of something else to do' 
'(birds) Just wheeling (In the sky)' 
'scurrying about ineffectively' 
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yubil 'starve' yububil 'tired, rundown, not too well' 

(7) ?ulub 'ten' ?ululub 'ten people' 
x"al 'nine' x"alal 'nine people' 
euk"s 'seven' euk"uk"s 'seven people' 

(8) cada 'that one' cadadH 'slhe alone' 
dlbat 'we, us' dlblbal 'just us' 
g"alapu 'you folks' g"alalapu 'only you folks' 
sladay? 'woman' siadaday? 'solitary woman' 
day 'especially' dayay 'alone' 
dZlx" 'first' dZlx"1x" 'even more so' 

The final form is the doubling of the first Vof the stem in the augmentive. 

(9) cag"as 
~a~as 
k"alaq 
sl?ab 

'wife' 
'child' 
'other things' 
'noble person' 

caag"as 
~aa~s 
k"aalaq 
sU?ab 

'wives' 
'still a child' 
'other people' 
'noble people' 
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The seven types of reduplication are expressed essentially by four basic forms: CYC, CV, YC, an. 
V. 

2.1 Phonological Rules 

It has been proposed in Bates (1986) that there are no underlying schwas In Lushootseed. Apparent 
Iy,all surface schwas are predictable in all cases given the following rules: 

A) a -> a I 
[-stressl 

(Independently motivated) 

B) 0 -> a I [C Cx 
[steml 

Condition: where x does not 
contain Y. 
(Lexical rule) 

C) 0 -> a - to prevent violations of the sonority hierarchy. 
Considering these rules, the following roots will have the underlying form CC: 

(10) K"at 
seaK" 
sag"t 
staJ("ab 
taq" 

'spill' 
'worm, bug' 
'road' 
'log' 
'wet' 

The possibility of an underlying CC root will arise later In my discussion of CV reduplication. 

Bates also proposed two additional rules which are pertinent in an analysis of reduplication: 
epenthesis and? epenthesis. i epenthesis is stated as follows: 

0-> i I VI - where y 1is an unassociated slot. 
I 

Obviously, this analysis is tailored for a Marantzian analysis. However, it can be easily adapted to 
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PM approach: 

o -> i / nucleus - where the nucleus is left unassociated. 
I 

The segmental reference needs merely to be translated into a syllabic one. 

The other phonological rule which Bates proposes is the? epenthesis rule which is post-lexical. ? 
closes a syllable bearing main stress in the utterance - this includes sentential stress. Both of these 
rules will become important in the analysis of CV reduplication. 

The last phonological rule accounts for glottalization of resonants in CVC reduplication: 

I w y -> [+glottal] / [Dist. reduplication] 
[+coda] 

Now that the phonological rules which are pertinent to reduplication in Lushootseed have been dis
cussed, I will proceed with a brief discussion of the nature of the syllable. 

2.2 The Syllable 

The syllable in Lushootseed can take five forms: CCVC (CC clc VC underlyingly), CV, CVC (where 
some cases are CC underlyingly), CVVC, and cvce. Broselow (1983:337) states that words in Salish 
languages are traditionally analysed as being built on a base consisting of either CC or cve, historical
ly speaking. Examples of the ec form can be found in (10). This form is also apparent in the longer 
CCVC stems such as d~u? where ee and ve are resyllabified. Bates (1986) analyses these forms as a 
stem based on a ec root. 

(11) ~)\a? 
d~u? 

'stone' 
'one' 

'creek' 
'slip' 

It is also important not to confuse forms, such as stubs with a ccve syllable. S is of a prefixal nature 
rendering this form as a stem built from a basic evee syllable. The language prefers the CVC forma
tion of the syllable given the? epenthesis in the case. of ce roots, and? epenthesis which closes a syl
lable; both result in a CVC form. Indeed, there are a plethora of examples of the eve form in the lan
guage: 

(12) K"id 
iup 
q11 
qb" 
siq" 
sui 
tib 

'how many' 
'morning' 
'salmon's return to streams and rivers' 
'located upstream' 
'hat' 
'see, look' 
'strong' 
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CVVC appears to be valid syllable shape given that it is contrasted with its corresponding CVC 
form. Consider the following minimal pair: 

s duuk" 
duk" 

'knife' 
'unsa tisf actory' 

Clearly in this case, VV is distinctive in the language. Therefore, it is possible to assume a evvc sylla
ble which is apparent in the following examples: 

(13) s-paak 
iaa, 
luu? 
haac 

'bear' 
'plate, platter' 
'hole' 
'horse clam' 

The following are examples of the CVCC syllable shape: 

(14) bll! 
ludx" 
~alp 
balk" 

'sea, saltwater, ocean' 
'happen to hear about It' 
'twist' 
'return' 

CV is also an legitimate syllable structure in the language. Consider the following examples: 

(15) 

i 

?u 
?a 
?a 
?i 

? part. 
'of,by' 
'there exists' 
'yes' 

ti 
qa 
~ 
k"i 

'the particular one' 
'alot' 
'go to' 
'the/a' 

In addition this form occurs in prefixes in the language. 

. Therefore, it can be posited that the basic syllable shape of Lushootseed is CVC considering histor
ICal bases and the phenomena of a and? epenthesis which create this form. The additional syllabic 
shapes are then ev, CVVC, CCVC, and cvce. 

2.3 The Mora 

I have argued for a CVVC syllable shape In the language, and this argument can be extended to 
include the existence of mora. It is clear from the minimal pairs that VV is distinctive from V, so each 
V of VV must constitute a distinct syllabic unit which [ will consider a mora. 

There is further evidence of this if we consider the diminutive reduplicative process. In this pro
ces.s the reduplication of the stem vowels is altered by the existence of VV resulting in the epenthesis 
of 1: 

(16) buus -> bibuus 
buus -> • bubuus 

Compare this to the following diminutive reduplication of a stem containing single V: 

(17) suq"a?-> susuq"a? 

Clearly. the VV sequence of the former example conditions a phonological process, and therefore must 
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contain a distinct syllabic form. In light of this evidence, I propose a moraic structure in Lushootseed. 

Given a moraic structure, it is necessary to elaborate on the proposed syllable shapes, ee, eve, 
and evve. eve will be bimoraic assuming that the coda constitutes a mora, so the syllable would look 
as follows: 

(18) a I.ll.l 

e v e 

I have already assumed that there is a core syllable in the language necessarily consisting of ev in 
light of forms, such as those examples in 15. In forms where there appears to be a structure consisting 
of ev c!c eve the core syllable would be monomoraic: 

(19) 

If 
e v 

The eve construction would account for the ee syllable at surface level given the schwa epenthesis 
rule. However, underlyingly, ee would be a monomoraic structure whose coda is assigned a mora: 

(20) a I.l 

I! 
e e 

This is a somewhat controversial proposal, as it has been stated that you cannot have a syllable without 
a nucleus, although ee is a justifiable historical constituent. However, if the coda of a syllable can be 
considered a mora - as seen in McCarthy and Prince (1986), I feel it is plausible to consider ee a light 
syllable. In addition, this form never occurs on the surface, unless it has been affixed, such as dM? 
where -u? is affixed to d1! - d1! would be syllabified as the onset for the syllable, or it has undergone 
epenthesis. It appears then that the ee underlying syllable is necessary for the analysis of reduplica
tion. 

The final syllable shape, evve I will consider to be a super heavy syllable containing three moras 
as proposed by Hayes (1989). It would then have the following structure: 
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(21) a I.ll.ll.l 

e v v e 

2.4 The Foot 

The foot in this language appears to be trochaic in nature. Heavy syllables in initial position a 
highly desirable, if we consider the? epenthesis rule which creates a heavy syllable. It can be said th 
that it is a quantity insensitive language. 

2.5 Stress 

Stress in Lushootseed is, for the most part, phonologically conditioned and is, therefore, predict. 
ble. Van Eijk states that stress falls on the first strong syllable of the word. The vowels, a, i, and 
mark the syllable strong, and a marks it weak. Apparently, the syllable can be both of a ev or a CV 
shape considering tutubs and q,l?qada? respectively. 

Having reviewed the data and discussed the relevant phonological and syllabic concerns of the lar 
guage, I will briefly outline the method before continuing with my analysis. 

3. Methodology 

The mechanics that I use here to account for reduplication in Lushootseed are based upon tl-, 
approach proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1986). It is essentially a template representation syste, 
which endeavors to account for various allomorphs by means of a shape-invariant. There are no refer 
ences to segments. 

The prosodic categories that I will refer to are the mora, light syllable, core syllable, superheav 
syllable, heavy syllable, and the prosodic word. These units establish both the template and the baSE 
The total segmental melody of this base is then copied. This base or reduplicative domain is then asse 
cia ted by the template according to edge-in reprosodization. Prefixes reprosodize before the domair 
and suffixes after it. The template must be satisfied, and any unassociated segments are delete
through Stray Erasure. 

The boundaries between the template and the base can be either transparent allowing the Univer 
sal Onset Principle to operate or opaque blocking the same. In addition, any segments outside of th, 
basic syllable shape will be considered extra metrical and any syllables will be considered extrasyllabic. 

4. The Base 

I propose that the base is prosodically circumscribed and is applicable to all forms of reduplication 
Essentially, the reduplicated morphemes attach themselves to the first syllable of the word. Ther( 
appears to be no cases in the language where more than one syllable is reduplicated (see section 2) 
This is most evident in the cases of mUltiple reduplication where the monosyllabic template redupli 
cates only information of the first syllable of the stem regardless of whether it is previously redupli 
cated material or base material. Consider the following: 

(22) dZalaldzalus 
blbadbada? 
blblbada? 

'look over shoulder repeatedly' 
'dolls' 
'young progeny' 
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The second and third are examples of combinations of the diminutive and the distributive forms. In the 
second the diminutive is a reduplicated form of the first syllable of the stem which Includes distribu
tive reduplication. Clearly, the base is the first syllable of the word. 

In the third the distributive reduplicates the stem including the diminutive form. Again, this is an 
example of the reduplication of the Cirst syllable of the stem although, perhaps, not as immediately 
apparent. I refer the reader to my discussion of the distributive. 

The initial exemplifies suffixation (to be discussed later) of the O/C form to the first syllable cre
ated by distributive reduplication. Although it is a case of differing affixation, the affix is clearly 
attached to the initial syllable. Therefore, I assume that the base of reduplication will always be the 
initial syllable of the word. 

5. evc Reduplication 

The CVC form represents the distributive type of reduplication repeating the first evc of the 
stem. It has been analysed using a segmental approach (Broselow 1983:319). The melody associates 
with the skeleton. And then, affixation takes place, so the CVC prefix is attached at the skeletal lev
el. The complete melody is then copied and association between it and evc occurs. However, this is 
phoneme driven, so the first C of the melody associates with the first e of the prefix. This continues 
until from left to right until the melodic constituent can no longer find a skeletal counterpart with 
which to associate. 

(23) 
C V C V C 
I I I I I 
g" 9 d 1 1 

Affixation: 

cve+cvcve 
I I I I I 
g" 9 d 1 1 

Copy: 

CVC +cvcve 
I I I I I 

g" 9 d 1 1 g" 9 d 1 1 

Associate: 

cvc +cvevc 
I I I I I I I I 
g" 9 d 1 1 g" 9 d 1 1 

Delete: 

c V c 
I I I 
g" 9 d 

+cvcve 
I I I I I 
g" 9 d 1 1 

g"9dg"9dil '(people) sitting about' 

- 7 -
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This approach appears to account for this form of reduplication quite satisfactorily. However, it is also 
Possible to account for it using a PM framework. 

The template for this form of reduplication is the heavy syllable which is prefixed to the first syl
lable of the stem which is heavy. The template is clearly prefixed and not infixed considering previous 
analyses of this form in addition to the case of multiple reduplication. [n this phenomenon the template 
reduplicates the first heavy syllable of the stem which is comprised of the diminutive and the base. It 
is clearly a case of prefixation. In addition, the boundary in most cases appears to be opaque, that is it 
blocks the application of the Universal Onset Principle. Consider the reduplication of the same exam
ple used in the segmental approach using PM: 

(24) a 1111 + a 1111 

~ ~ 
g" 9 d g" 9 d (1 1) 

g"adg"adil 

'(people) sitting about' 

The base has been defined as the first syllable of the stem which is gOad in this case. iI are elements 
outside of the circumscribed base and are thus not involved In the copying process. The template, here 
defined as a heavy syllable is attached to the left edge of the base. Only gOad is copied. As this is a 
template driven system the heavy syllable looks to satisfy Itself in the melodic tier. Here, g" satisfies 
the onset of the template and ad satisfy its two moras. It Is at this point that glottalization occurs to 
the relevant codas. 

There are cases, however, when it is desirable to have the boundary transparent. For example, the 
CVC reduplication of a stem containing a reduplicated prefix and base. Consider the following: 

(25) a 1111 + + a 1111 

~I 
I I . . 

bib 

blblbada? 

'small children' 

With the transparent boundary the heavy syllable template can satisfy its coda in b, the onset of the 
following core syllable. In addition, there are a small number of high frequency words which appear to 
drop the first C of the base in the cve form of reduplication: 

(26) stubs 'boy' 
?alS 'cross-sex sibling' 

stububs 
?alalS 

'men' 
'cross-sex siblings' 

I refer the reader to Broselow (1983) for a complete discussion of this phenomenon. 
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?lbac 'grandchild' ?lblbac 'grandchildren' 

Proposing an opaque boundary for these cases would create an incorrect form: 

(27) a 1111 + a 1111 

~ ~ 
tub (s)t u b (8) 

* stubtub8 

'men' 

It is clear from this example that in order to create the correct distributive form for stubs, it is nec
essary to propose an alternate approach. For example, these lexical Items could take the VC form of 
'reduplication which I discuss in section 7, or it is possible that they undergo a phonological operation 
which removes the C of the stem. I will leave this small group of variants the object of further 
research. 

In the previous example II must be considered outside of the heavy syllable base, as it Is in a seg
mental analyses (Bates). However, if we consider it to be extrametrlcal, It must still be copied and is 
thus available as a potential onset for the template. Therefore, it is necessary to stipulate that non
reduplicative prefixes are outside the operation. 

Therefore, It is possible to account for CVC reduplication using a templatic approach. This 
approach enables a single template to account for two allomorphs of the CVC reduplication. Howevllr, 
stipulations are necessary to account for these variations and for the prefixal II. 

6. CV Reduplication 

As I mentioned earlier, this form of reduplication expresses the diminutive and the collective. The 
diminutive assumes one of four different allomorphs, CV, CV?, Ci, and Ci? which attach to the first 
syllable of the stem (Bates). Given the epenthesis rules of I and? the form can be reduced to CV. 

In a segmental approach the CV prefix would be attached to the skeletal tier of the base. The 
entire base would be copied, and then the melodic tier would be associated with the skeletal tier of the 
prefix. 

(28) 

C V C V C 
I I I I I 
s u q" a ? 

Affixation: 

CV+CVCVC 
I I I I I 
s u q" a ? 

-9-

Copying: 

CV +CVCVC 
I I I I I 

s u q" a? s u q" a ? 

Association: 

C V 
I I 

+CVCVC 
I I I I I 

s u q" a ? s u q" a ? 

Deletion: 

CV +CVCVC 
I I I I I I I 
sus u q" a ? 

susuq"a? 'little younger brother' 
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The segmental approach appears to adequately accoilnt for this form of reduplication. Even In cases ( 
nonvoealic bases and association blocking which I will address shortly, this method appears to be effel 
tive. I refer the reader to Bates (1986) for an in depth look at a Marantzlan analysis of these phenomt 
na. It is possible, however, to account for this form of reduplication using a PM approach equally [ 
effectively. 

The prefixation of the heavy syllable proposed In the last section accompanied by a transparer 
boundary would generate an Incorrect form, namely *suq"suq+a?, In the case of the diminutive. There 
fore, an additional template is necessary. 

I propose a core syllable template to account for this form which would be attached to the lei 
edge of the first syllable of the stem being either superheavy, heavy or light. The boundary is opaqu. 
Consider the following example: 

(29) + a 1111 

s u q" s u q" (a?) 

susuq"a? 

'little younger brother' 

The heavy syllable base circumscribes suq" leaving a? outside the operation. The core syllable tem~ 
late is then attached to the left edge of the base and suq+ is copied. The onset of the core syllable sat 
isfies itself in II and the nucleus in u leaving q" to be removed by stray erasure. Again, the boundar 
must be opaque to prevent the onset of the base from picking up the q" of the copy. 

However, copying would lead to complications In the case of the diminutive using a CC base at th 
underlying level. Take for example the following: 
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(30) + a 1.I 

d c d c (u?) 

Empty nucleus tribgers i epenthesis: • -> i. 

dcu? + dldcu? 

'one' 'one small thing' 

The base is a light syllable given that we can consider CC such. The template is a core syllable that 
attaches to the left edge of the base, the onset of which is satisfied in d of the copy. However, the 
nucleus is left unsatisfied, thereby triggering the i epenthesis rule. i replaces the empty nucleus result
ing in the appropriate formation of reduplication. 

Given that underlying CC is, in fact, CaC as proposed by Bagemihl's paper, an incorrect form 
would result. The first heavy syllable, dac would be copied and the core syllable template would be sat
isfied in the melody. The Syncope rule that Bagemihl proposes would delink the nucleic mora of the 
stem producing. dadcu?lt is then apparent that CC is, in fact, the underlying form for this analysis. 

Given the surface syllable form of dcu?, the core syllable template would still generate the cor
rect form with an additional stipulation, that of discontinuous association. 

(31) + a 1.I1.1 

I 
d cu? d c u ? 

Empty nucleus triggers i epenthesis: • -, i. 

dldcu? 

'one small thing' 

The core syllable is attached to the left most edge of the base which is copied in full. The template 
satisfies its onset in d, but when it comes to its nucleus the association process fails as the next con
stituent of the melody is C. Because this is discontinuous association, the process terminates at this 
point instead of continuing on be satisfied in the following u. 

In addition to the CC base, the superheavy base also triggers i epenthesis. Consider the following 
example: 

-11-
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(32) + a 1.I1.11.1 

b uu b u u 

Empty nucleus triggers i epenthesis: • -, i. 

blbuus 

'four small items' 

Like the previous example the nucleus is left empty, but not because there was no vocalic element to 
copy. Clements (1985) states that the transfer must preserve the true moraic structure of the original. 
The nucleus of the base is bimoraic, but that of the core syllable is monomoraic. Therefore, the associ
ation is blocked, and the nucleus slot remains empty triggering i epenthesis. 

The collective type which assumes the same form as the diminutive poses an additional problem. 
The form is indeed CV, but the V is always realized as Q. There appear to be two potential solutions to 
this dilemna. 

Firstly, preassociation could be assumed where V is always associated with prespecified Q. 

Although McCarthy and Prince (1986) to argue against prespecification, they do admit that it is neces
sary in limited cases (1986:87). Secondly, a templatic melody lal could be proposed that would be asso
ciated with the nucleus delinking the reduplicated vowel. Essentially, both approaches are able to deal 
with the occurrence of Q in the collective. However, the templatic melody approach has the advantage 
of maintaining the original moralc structure, thereby avoiding an ordering of the processes. Therefore, 
I propose the latter and remain in keeping with the philosophy of PM. 

At first glance. it appears that a templatic melody could also account for the epenthetic i in the 
case of the diminutive. However, in this case there is no vowel to be overwritten and then delinked. 
Therefore, the templatic melody will only account for the Q of the collective. 

I propose the lal templatic melody in addition to the core syllable template of the diminutive 
which attaches to the left of the first syllable of the stem. 

(33) + a 1.I1.11.1 

(s)d u u k" 

a 

sduuk" + sdaduuk" 

'knife' -, 'knives' 

The reduplicative process works the same as in the previous example (33). The association of the 
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nucleus is blocked, thus triggering i epenthesis. The templatic melody is then applied which overwrites 
and then de links the epenthetic i. 

In the case of a nucleus already associated with a it appears to be somewhat redundant to over
write and delink an a with an a. While this may be somewhat inelegant, it does not impede the effec
tiveness of the analysis. 

7. VC Redu(:,lication 

The O/C, isolative, and counting types of reduplication take this form as I have mentioned in prior 
discussion. It has been treated as an infix using a Clements' and Marantzian framework as pointed out 
in Davis (1988). However, both approaches fail in accurately accounting for this form. 

Davis argues that Clements' method can only account for this form of reduplication given ad hoc 
stipulations (1988:309). As well, the Marantzian analysis cannot account for it given that it is phoneme 
driven system. 

(34) 

C V C C 
I I I I 
auk" s 

Affixation: 

CVC+VC+C 
I I I I 
auk" s 

Copying: 

CVC+VC+C 
I I I I 
auk" c u k" s s 

Association: 

CVC+VC 
I I I I 

+ C 
I 

o u k" 0 u k" s s 

Deletion: 

CVC+VC 
I I I I 
auk" a 

Ouk"s • • auk"os 

+ C 
I 
s 

'seven' -> 'seven people' 

Clearly, there are difficulties with this type of association. The first C of the copy looks for its asso
ciate at the skeletal level and finding it prevents the association of the vowel to V given this would 
cause a crossing of association lines which is in violation of a basic premise of the model. In answer to 
this Davis proposes a template driven association within the Marantzian model. 
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This is clearly a case where the PM approach is better suited to account for this form of redupJi, 
tion being a template driven system by nature. Instead of a case of infixation, I propose that it 
instead a case of suffixation of a heavy syllable to the first syllable of the stem. The boundar\ 
transparent. • 

(35) + a II\! 

ft.~ 
o u k" auk" (s) 

ouk"uk"s 

'seven people' 

The base has been defined as the first syllable, ouk" to which the heavy syllable template 
attached at the rightmost edge. Only the heavy syllable is copied, and association takes place. He 
ever, since the boundary is transparent, the onset satisfies itself in the k" of the base, and the rema 
der of the syllable is also satisfied in the uk"s of the copy producing the correct result. 

As is apparent from this example, the PM approach can easily account for this form of redupJic 
tion without proposing any ad hoc stipulations on the direction of association. In addition, the sa, 
template proposed for the CVC form of reduplication can be used being suffixed instead of prefixed 
the base. 

8. V Reduplication 

The final type of reduplication is the augmentive which takes the form of a reduplicated V of t 
first V of the stem. If the V is a a, then a replaces the a and is reduplicated. 

A Marantzian analysis would propose a V template which is infixed to the first CV of the stem. T 
stem is copied, and the melodic tier associates with the skeletal one. 

(36) 

C V C V C 

I " " ~ a ~ a s 

Affixation: 

C V + V + 
I I 
~ a 

Copying: 

C V + V + 
I I 
~ a ~~s 

C V C 
I I I 
~ a s 

C V C 
I I I 
~ a s 
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CV+V+ CVC 
I I I I I I 
a a aaaas a a s 

Deletion: 

C V + V + 
I I I 
a a a 

C V C 
I I I a a s 

aaass + aaaaas 'child' -> 'still a child' 
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Assuming a left to right direction of association, the first C of the melody cannot be associated so it is 
left. The V of the melody finds its associate in the V of the skeleton thus satisfying the template leav
ing all unassociated elements to delete through Stray Erasure. 

For the cases of a replacing the a, it is necessary to remember that there are no underlying schwas 
in the language. Thus, these forms are actually CC stems which undergo a epenthesis. In this case it 
would be necessary to propose a preassociated a in the template. The segmental approach can there
fore adequately account for this form of reduplication. A PM approach is equally able to account for 
it. 

A mora template is suffixed to the first core syllable of the base. And, spreading instead of copy
ing provides the melody in which the template is satisfied. 

(37) +\1' 

/v 
a (ass) 

'child' -> 'still a child' 

Here, the a of the core syllable spreads to satisfy the moraic template producing the correct result. 

In the case of a CC stem, I propose that the epenthetic a is overwritten by an a of a templatic 
melody. In addition, this reduplicative process would occur closer to the surface level after a epenthe
sis. Consider the following example: 

-15 -
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(38) 

/v 
k" a (laq) 

a 

k"alaq + k"aalaq 

'other things' -> 'other people' 

The vowel spreads to satisfy the mora as in the previous example; however, it is overwritten by the 
templatlc melody which results In the a being delinked. The a spreads as well to satisfy the moralc 
template. Considering these examples, it is apparent that the PM approach is able to adequately 
account for this form of reduplication. 

9. Conclusion 

I have attempted to show that PM can adequately account for all forms of reduplication in 
Lushootseed. The heavy syllable template can account for both the eve and the ve forms attaching to 
the first syllable of the word. Specification of opaqueness of the boundary ensures that in certain cases 
the onset of the template is satisfied by the melodic coda of the base. In addition, a templatic melody 
provides the necessary vowel in apparent circumstances of prespecification which occurs in both the V 

, and the CV forms. A core syllable template Is proposed in the case of a ev form and a mora in the V 
form. In the latter spreading replaces copying to ensure the correct form. 

Although I have not not discussed It In any detail, It is apparent that cycles are necessary to 
account for forms, such as those of multiple reduplication. It is beyond the scope of this paper to 
explain the nature of these cycles, and I refer the reader to Broselow (1983) for one cyclic analysis of 
multiple reduplication In Lushootseed. 

With the exception of the ve form it is not apparent that PM provides a simpler approach to redu
plication. It is clear that It can account for the phenomena effectively using different mechanisms 
from a segmental approach. However, in the case of the ve form, it clearly offers a solution to the 

: difficulty of association without necessitating stipulations. 

- 16-
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